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QUESTION 1

What is the maximum number of data points for an HTTP data request that a user can include in PutMetricRequest in
the CloudWatch? 

A. 30 

B. 50 

C. 10 

D. 20 

Correct Answer: D 

The size of a PutMetricData request of CloudWatch is limited to 8KB for the HTTP GET requests and 40KB for the
HTTP POST requests. The user can include a maximum of 20 data points in one PutMetricData request. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/cloudwatch_concepts.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A large multinational company runs a timesheet application on AWS that is used by staff across the world. The
application runs on Amazon EC2 instances in an Auto Scaling group behind an Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) load
balancer, and stores data in an Amazon RDS MySQL Multi-AZ database instance. 

The CFO is concerned about the impact on the business if the application is not available. The application must not be
down for more than two hours, but he solution must be as cost-effective as possible. 

How should the Solutions Architect meet the CFO\\'s requirements while minimizing data loss? 

A. In another region, configure a read replica and create a copy of the infrastructure. When an issue occurs, promote
the read replica and configure as an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ database instance. Update the DNS record to point to the
other region\\'s ELB. 

B. Configure a 1-day window of 60-minute snapshots of the Amazon RDS Multi-AZ database instance. Create an AWS
CloudFormation template of the application infrastructure that uses the latest snapshot. When an issue occurs, use the
AWS CloudFormation template to create the environment in another region. Update the DNS record to point to the other
region\\'s ELB. 

C. Configure a 1-day window of 60-minute snapshots of the Amazon RDS Multi-AZ database instance which is copied
to another region. Create an AWS CloudFormation template of the application infrastructure that uses the latest copied
snapshot. When an issue occurs, use the AWS CloudFormation template to create the environment in another region.
Update the DNS record to point to the other region\\'s ELB. 

D. Configure a read replica in another region. Create an AWS CloudFormation template of the application infrastructure.
When an issue occurs, promote the read replica and configure as an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ database instance and use
the AWS CloudFormation template to create the environment in another region using the promoted Amazon RDS
instance. Update the DNS record to point to the other region\\'s ELB. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

What is a circular dependency in AWS CloudFormation? 

A. When Nested Stacks depend on each other. 

B. When Resources form a Depend On loop. 

C. When a Template references an earlier version of itself. 

D. When a Template references a region, which references the original Template. 

Correct Answer: B 

To resolve a dependency error, add a Depends On attribute to resources that depend on other resources in your
template. In some cases, you must explicitly declare dependencies so that AWS CloudFormation can create or delete
resources in the correct order. For example, if you create an Elastic IP and a VPC with an Internet gateway in the same
stack, the Elastic IP must depend on the Internet gateway attachment. For additional information, see Depends On
Attribute. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/troubleshooting.html#troubleshootingerr
ors-dependency-error 

 

QUESTION 4

To abide by industry regulations, a Solutions Architect must design a solution that will store a company\\'s critical data in
multiple public AWS Regions, including in the United States, where the company\\'s headquarters is located. The
Solutions Architect is required to provide access to the data stored in AWS to the company\\'s global WAN network. The
Security team mandates that no traffic accessing this data should traverse the public internet. 

How should the Solutions Architect design a highly available solution that meets the requirements and is cost-effective? 

A. Establish AWS Direct Connect connections from the company headquarters to all AWS Regions in use. Use the
company WAN to send traffic over to the headquarters and then to the respective DX connection to access the data. 

B. Establish two AWS Direct Connect connections from the company headquarters to an AWS Region. Use the
company WAN to send traffic over a DX connection. Use inter-region VPC peering to access the data in other AWS
Regions. 

C. Establish two AWS Direct Connect connections from the company headquarters to an AWS Region. Use the
company WAN to send traffic over a DX connection. Use an AWS transit VPC solution to access data in other AWS
Regions. 

D. Establish two AWS Direct Connect connections from the company headquarters to an AWS Region. Use the
company WAN to send traffic over a DX connection. Use Direct Connect Gateway to access data in other AWS
Regions. 

Correct Answer: D 

This feature also allows you to connect to any of the participating VPCs from any Direct Connect location, further
reducing your costs for making using AWS services on a cross-region basis. 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-aws-direct-connect-gateway-inter-region-vpc-access/ https://docs.a
ws.amazon.com/whitepapers/latest/aws-vpc-connectivity-options/aws-direct-connect-awstransit-gateway.html 
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QUESTION 5

A user wants to configure AutoScaling which scales up when the CPU utilization is above 70% and scales down when
the CPU utilization is below 30%. 

How can the user configure AutoScaling for the above mentioned condition? 

A. Configure ELB to notify AutoScaling on load increase or decrease 

B. Use AutoScaling with a schedule 

C. Use AutoScaling by manually modifying the desired capacity during a condition 

D. Use dynamic AutoScaling with a policy 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The user can configure the AutoScaling group to automatically scale up and then scale down based on the
specified conditions. To configure this, the user must setup policies which will get triggered by the CloudWatch alarms. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AutoScaling/latest/DeveloperGuide/as-scale-based-on-demand.html 

 

QUESTION 6

An ecommerce company has an order processing application it wants to migrate to AWS. The application has
inconsistent data volume patterns, but needs to be avail at all times. Orders must be processed as they occur and in the
order that they are received. 

Which set of steps should a solutions architect take to meet these requirements? 

A. Use AWS Transfer for SFTP and upload orders as they occur. Use On-Demand Instances in multiple Availability
Zones for processing. 

B. Use Amazon SNS with FIFO and send orders as they occur. Use a single large Reserved Instance for processing. 

C. Use Amazon SQS with FIFO and send orders as they occur. Use Reserved Instances in multiple Availability Zones
for processing. 

D. Use Amazon SQS with FIFO and send orders as they occur. Use Spot Instances in multiple Availability Zones for
processing. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A company runs a video processing platform. Files are uploaded by users who connect to a web server, which stores
them on an Amazon EFS share. This web server is running on a single Amazon EC2 instance. A different group of
instances, running in an Auto Scaling group, scans the EFS share directory structure for new files to process and
generates new videos (thumbnails, different resolution, compression, etc.) according to the instructions file, which is
uploaded along with the video files. A different application running on a group of instances managed by an Auto Scaling
group processes the video files and then deletes them from the EFS share. The results are stored in an S3 bucket.
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Links to the processed video files are emailed to the customer. 

The company has recently discovered that as they add more instances to the Auto Scaling Group, many files are
processed twice, so image processing speed is not improved. The maximum size of these video files is 2GB. 

What should the Solutions Architect do to improve reliability and reduce the redundant processing of video files? 

A. Modify the web application to upload the video files directly to Amazon S3. Use Amazon CloudWatch Events to
trigger an AWS Lambda function every time a file is uploaded, and have this Lambda function put a message into an
Amazon SQS queue. Modify the video processing application to read from SQS queue for new files and use the queue
depth metric to scale instances in the video processing Auto Scaling group. 

B. Set up a cron job on the web server instance to synchronize the contents of the EFS share into Amazon S3. Trigger
an AWS Lambda function every time a file is uploaded to process the video file and store the results in Amazon S3.
Using Amazon CloudWatch Events, trigger an Amazon SES job to send an email to the customer containing the link to
the processed file. 

C. Rewrite the web application to run directly from Amazon S3 and use Amazon API Gateway to upload the video files
to an S3 bucket. Use an S3 trigger to run an AWS Lambda function each time a file is uploaded to process and store
new video files in a different bucket. Using CloudWatch Events, trigger an SES job to send an email to the customer
containing the link to the processed file. 

D. Rewrite the web application to run from Amazon S3 and upload the video files to an S3 bucket. Each time a new file
is uploaded, trigger an AWS Lambda function to put a message in an SQS queue containing the link and the
instructions. Modify the video processing application to read from the SQS queue and the S3 bucket. Use the queue
depth metric to adjust the size of the Auto Scaling group for video processing instances. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSSimpleQueueService/latest/SQSDeveloperGuide/FIFO-queues.html 

 

QUESTION 8

A media company uses Amazon DynamoDB to store metadata for its catalog of movies that are available to stream.
Each media item contains user-facing content that includes a description of the media, a list of searchable tags, and
other similar data. In addition, media items include a list of Amazon S3 key names that relate to movie files. The
company stores these movie files in a single S3 bucket that has versioning enabled. The company uses Amazon
CloudFront to serve these movie files. 

The company has 100,000 media items, and each media item can have many different S3 objects that represent
different encodings of the same media. S3 objects that belong to the same media item are grouped together under the
same key prefix, which is a random unique ID. 

Because of an expiring contract with a media provider, the company must remove 2,000 media items. The company
must completely delete all DynamoDB keys and movie files on Amazon S3 that are related to these media items within
36 hours. The company must ensure that the content cannot be recovered. 

Which combination of actions will meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure the DynamoDB table with a TTL field. Create and invoke an AWS Lambda function to perform a conditional
update. Set the TTL field to the time of the contract\\'s expiration on every affected 

media item. 

B. Configure an S3 Lifecycle object expiration rule that is based on the contract\\'s expiration date. 
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C. Write a script to perform a conditional delete on all the affected DynamoDB records. 

D. Temporarily suspend versioning on the S3 bucket. Create and invoke an AWS Lambda function that deletes affected
objects. Reactivate versioning when the operation is complete. 

E. Write a script to delete objects from Amazon S3. Specify in each request a NoncurrentVersionExpiration property
with a NoncurrentDays attribute set to 0. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which system is used by Amazon Machine Images paravirtual (PV) virtualization during the boot process? 

A. PV-BOOT 

B. PV-AMI 

C. PV-WORM 

D. PV-GRUB 

Correct Answer: D 

Amazon Machine Images that use paravirtual (PV) virtualization use a system called PV-GRUB during the boot process.
PV-GRUB is a paravirtual boot loader that runs a patched version of GNU GRUB 0.97. 

When you start an instance, PV- GRUB starts the boot process and then chain loads the kernel specified by your
image\\'s menu.lst file. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/UserProvidedKernels.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company hosts a social media site supporting users in multiple countries. You have been asked to provide a highly
available design tor the application that leverages multiple regions tor the most recently accessed content and latency
sensitive portions of the wet) site The most latency sensitive component of the application involves reading user
preferences to support web site personalization and ad selection. 

In addition to running your application in multiple regions, which option will support this application\\'s requirements? 

A. Serve user content from S3. CloudFront and use Route53 latency-based routing between ELBs in each region
Retrieve user preferences from a local DynamoDB table in each region and leverage SQS to capture changes to user
preferences with SOS workers for propagating updates to each table. 

B. Use the S3 Copy API to copy recently accessed content to multiple regions and serve user content from S3.
CloudFront with dynamic content and an ELB in each region Retrieve user preferences from an ElasticCache cluster in
each region and leverage SNS notifications to propagate user preference changes to a worker node in each region. 

C. Use the S3 Copy API to copy recently accessed content to multiple regions and serve user content from S3
CloudFront and Route53 latency-based routing Between ELBs In each region Retrieve user preferences from a
DynamoDB table and leverage SQS to capture changes to user preferences with SOS workers for propagating
DynamoDB updates. 
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D. Serve user content from S3. CloudFront with dynamic content, and an ELB in each region Retrieve user preferences
from an ElastiCache cluster in each region and leverage Simple Workflow (SWF) to manage the propagation of user
preferences from a centralized OB to each ElastiCache cluster. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

You deployed your company website using Elastic Beanstalk and you enabled log file rotation to S3. An Elastic Map
Reduce job is periodically analyzing the logs on S3 to build a usage dashboard that you share with your CIO. You
recently improved overall performance of the website using Cloud Front for dynamic content delivery and your website
as the origin. After this architectural change, the usage dashboard shows that the traffic on your website dropped by an
order of magnitude. 

How do you fix your usage dashboard? 

A. Enable Cloud Front to deliver access logs to S3 and use them as input of the Elastic Map Reduce job. 

B. Turn on Cloud Trail and use trail log tiles on S3 as input of the Elastic Map Reduce job 

C. Change your log collection process to use Cloud Watch ELB metrics as input of the Elastic Map Reduce job 

D. Use Elastic Beanstalk "Rebuild Environment" option to update log delivery to the Elastic Map Reduce job. 

E. Use Elastic Beanstalk "Restart App server(s)" option to update log delivery to the Elastic Map Reduce job. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/AccessLogs.html 

 

QUESTION 12

A hedge fund company is developing a new web application to handle trades. Traders around the world will use the
application. The application will handle hundreds of thousands of transactions, especially during overlapping work hours
between Europe and the United States. 

According to the company\\'s disaster recovery plan, the data that is generated must be replicated to a second AWS
Region. Each transaction item will be less than 100 KB in size. The company wants to simplify the CI/CD pipeline as
much as possible. 

Which combination of steps will meet these requirements MOST cost-effectively? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy the application in multiple Regions. Use Amazon Route 53 latency-based routing to route users 

to the nearest deployment. 

B. Provision an Amazon Aurora global database to persist data. Use Amazon ElastiCache to improve response time. 

C. Provision an Amazon CloudFront domain with the website as an origin. Restrict access to geographies where the
usage is expected. 

D. Provision an Amazon DynamoDB global table. Use DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) to improve response time. 
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E. Provision an Amazon Aurora multi-master cluster to persist data. Use Amazon ElastiCache to improve response
time. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 13

A company has used infrastructure as code (IaC) to provision a set of two Amazon EC2 instances. The instances have
remained the same for several years. 

The company\\'s business has grown rapidly in the past few months. In response the company\\'s operations team has
implemented an Auto Scaling group to manage the sudden increases in traffic. Company policy requires a monthly
installation of security updates on all operating systems that are running. 

The most recent security update required a reboot. As a result, the Auto Scaling group terminated the instances and
replaced them with new, unpatched instances. 

Which combination of steps should a solutions architect recommend to avoid a recurrence of this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the Auto Scaling group by setting the Update policy to target the oldest launch configuration for replacement. 

B. Create a new Auto Scaling group before the next patch maintenance. During the maintenance window, patch both
groups and reboot the instances. 

C. Create an Elastic Load Balancer in front of the Auto Scaling group. Configure monitoring to ensure that target group
health checks return healthy after the Auto Scaling group replaces the terminated instances. 

D. Create automation scripts to patch an AMI, update the launch configuration, and invoke an Auto Scaling instance
refresh. 

E. Create an Elastic Load Balancer in front of the Auto Scaling group. Configure termination protection on the
instances. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://medium.com/@endofcake/using-terraform-for-zero-downtime-updates-of-an-autoscaling-group-in-
aws-60faca582664 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/ec2/userguide/as-add-elbhealthcheck.html 

 

QUESTION 14

You set up your first Lambda function and want to set up some Cloudwatch metrics to monitor your function. Which of
the following Lambda metrics can Cloudwatch monitor? 

A. Total requests only 

B. Status Check Failed, total requests, and error rates 

C. Total requests and CPU utilization 

D. Total invocations, errors, duration, and throttles 

Correct Answer: D 
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AWS Lambda automatically monitors functions on your behalf, reporting metrics through Amazon CloudWatch
(CloudWatch). These metrics include total invocations, errors, duration, and throttles. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/monitoring-functions-metrics.html 

 

QUESTION 15

You are migrating a legacy client-server application to AWS. The application responds to a specific DNS domain (e.g.
www.example.com) and has a 2-tier architecture, with multiple application servers and a database server. Remote
clients use TCP to connect to the application servers. The application servers need to know the IP address of the clients
in order to function properly and are currently taking that information from the TCP socket. A Multi-AZ RDS MySQL
instance will be used for the database. During the migration you can change the application code, but you have to file a
change request. 

How would you implement the architecture on AWS in order to maximize scalability and high availability? 

A. File a change request to implement Alias Resource support in the application. Use Route 53 Alias Resource Record
to distribute load on two application servers in different Azs. 

B. File a change request to implement Latency Based Routing support in the application. Use Route 53 with Latency
Based Routing enabled to distribute load on two application servers in different Azs. 

C. File a change request to implement Cross-Zone support in the application. Use an ELB with a TCP Listener and
Cross-Zone Load Balancing enabled, two application servers in different AZs. 

D. File a change request to implement Proxy Protocol support in the application. Use an ELB with a TCP Listener and
Proxy Protocol enabled to distribute load on two application servers in different Azs. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/elastic-load-balancing-adds-support-for-proxy-protocol/ 
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